
Crispy Potato Cake with Smoke Sour Cream & Salted Fishes: 

Get 4 baking big potatoes, peel them, slice them very thin on the mandolin. Reslice those slices with a 

knife until they become very thin Julian. Put them in water to get the starch away. Then you heat oil to 

130-140 degrees and you put some kind of mould inside the oil so your cakes get brown and you keep 

them together and they create little burstness. Roll the potato in your hand like a yawn put it in the 

mould, wait for 5 seconds and slowly push all the edges with a tweezers or fork. You let it slowly cook on 

one side as it takes times and then you carefully flip it other side. Cook it till it stops bubbling and its 

light golden, after that when you get it out of the oil it gets more color so you should take it more early 

because if it turns darker than it becomes bitter. You can serve this with your choice of topping like 

onion, sprinkle with cheese, or put some fish eggs. 

Pan fried Loin of Lamb with charred leeks & pickle green tomatoes 

Fried the lamb in the pan on the fatty side down. Get it nice colored When the lamb is cooked nicely 

cover it with rum and leave it for some time with extra butter and base it with spoon. It will become 

golden brown all over. Put it in the oven at 150 degrees until quarter temperature is 51 degree and then 

rest it for 10 min. Garnish it with pickle green tomatoes. Slice completely hard green tomatoes, slice it 

on the mandolin. Luke warm pickling liquid with mustard seeds and blanched first to remove the 

spiciness from it. White vinegar 1 part, sugar 2 part, water 3 parts and spring onion. For sauce there will 

be a red wine reduction and put a bit of toast. Roast it for some time and split it with a bit of oil. 

Lingonberry Apple with Light Cream Cheese Mousse 

Take 4 Granny Smith Apple /  Green Apple which have no sugar in it , slice it very thin on mandolin and  

try to get long slices as it will look in small bowl while presentation, after slicing the apple very thin you 

have to make brined from Lingonberry. For 4 apple you need 300grams of Lingonberry or if you have 

any other berry’s like raspberry , blueberry , strawberry you just need to boil them with half amount of 

sugar of the lingon berry , for example if you are using 500 grams of lingon berry then add 250 grans of 

sugar in it and 250 ml of water in it , after boiling it you have to soak sliced apple in to it and keep it for 6 

hours, its better to do it in a vacuum bag because flavor of the brined will not go from it. And after 

marinating it for 6 hour and after marination take them out, 

For the  mousse take 225 grams of cream cheese,( Philadelphia cheese is easily available )and then  dip 

with cream cheese add some sugar and  some wipe cream don’t wipe it for too long because the wipe 

cream will split after you wipe the cream you will get a nice and light cream chesse mousse  

For plating you just take a spoon full of the mousse and decorate the apple slice and if you can save 

some lingon berry’s dry them in a oven make power of it and sprinkle it over the mousse  

 


